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BACKGROUND

The city of Reggio Emilia, starting from the Urban Mobility Plan - PUM2008,

has decided to invest time, resources and energy in promoting policies for safe,

sustainable and autonomous home-school journeys through an interdisciplinary

approach.

The home-school component plays an important role in the entire city system

since:

-it has a significant impact on urban mobility

-it affects important aspects for urban development and social aspects

(quality of life).



BACKGROUND

A Policy that acts to modify home-school journey habits 

must adopt an interdisciplinary approach. 



In Italy we have two peculiarities that boosted 

the need of school mobility policies: 

1) the fact that children are not able to leave 

the school alone (until 11 years – Primary School)

2) the fact that the cost of school travel   is 

not financed at national level.

Introduction-

national  context



In the PUM, we estimated that the increase related to school traffic is about 15% of 

total city mobility, so it would take little to shift the balance between free 

circulation and remaining blocked in the traffic. 

Rush hour traffic and traffic jam

Local  context



1971: the 80% of children went to school 

by foot or by bicycle

2008: near  65% of children everyday goes 

to school by car in the bad weather

Source: Survey EC6 2008 

Municipality of Reggio Emilia, Sustainable Mobility office

SCHOOL YEAR 2016 - 2017

Children from 6-11 years old 8478

Students 12-15 years old        5048

No. D.D./I.C.: 12

No. Primary Schools (public):           41

No. Secondary Schools (1st grade):   12

Local  context



the quantification

Home School Mobility has a strong impact on the city

For 9 months a year, every school is a strong attractor of urban M.

57% students go to school by car in the 

bad season
(ECI 6 indicator- 2015)

7.700 cars every day 

along the route to school 
(6-14 students)

School Mobility has 

a significant impact 

on urban mobility

Very wide audience 

of stakeholders

n. students 3/14  = 16.590

15/19 = 10.350

(ECI 6 indicator- 2015)



The Municipality of Reggio Emilia has a long tradition of investing

and promoting children training (in the targeted 0-6 years: nursery

and kindergarten=Reggio Approach).

The school is the preferred way for training and development of a

culture of alternative and sustainable mobility.

Local  context



Mobiliy is a transversal issue that has consequences

•Experiences and learning chances

•Self – confidence acquirement

•Regular healthy activities and gymnastic

•Safety

•Social relations

Local  context



Daily use of car causes a lot problems to CHILDREN, ADULTS , CITY

+ pollution
(pollutants inside the car)

193gC02/km → 2.800KgCO2 giorno

+ congestion and accidents
(cycle of Mobility)

468 pedestrians & cyclists injured age 0/19 

years 2005/2012 years 

of which 273- 0/14 years

Consequences



Consequences

- sociability and autonomy
limited opportunities for autonomous growth 

of children

(impoverishment of social relationships for 

children and adults)

- movement and health
(cardiovascular disease )

in EmRom about 28% children 8/9 years old

are overweight/obese



Concept

We can change mobility behaviours only if all the involved 
“city components” are committed to find a solution.

In other words…Introducing mobility management in home-

to-school mobility



The Manifesto
The Manifesto was therefore drawn up to ensure 

that going to school without the car and with 

friends becomes a consolidated habit and an 

opportunity to improve 

• health, 

• safety, 

• the environment, 

• autonomy, 

• social interaction, 

• schools and the local area. 

THE FRAME-

The Manifesto



The Manifesto

The Manifesto

•PARTNERSHIP •METHOD:

all involved ‘city components’ 

are committed to find a 

solution



for a “safe, sustainable and autonomous mobility in paths from home to school"

-a tool to involve all schools in the Mobility topic

-a new working method shared on the Mobility topic

-a tool to emphasize and valorise the activities of schools and families

-a tool to share on the web the existing experiences and the future projects

-a tool to partecipate in local/national/EU competitions

The Manifesto



The 6 lines of 

action

Correct life styles and awareness of environmental problems;

A widespread education of sustainable mobility starting by the school

A- EDUCATION

B- COMMUNICATION Respect for behaviour rules by drivers and road users

Experiences in sustainable mobility ‘home – school’ good practises 

Adhesions to sustainable mobility projects
C- PROMOTION

D- SAFETY Bigger safety level into main ‘home – school’ routes and around the 
scholastic buildings

E- SERVICES Collective scholastic transport (schoolbus, car pooling)

Advantaging not motorized movements

F- PLANNING Sustainable mobility, safe network for weak users. 

Attention in the design of new school buildings



The 9 projects

‘IN REGGIO EMILIA WE GO TO SCHOOL BY 

BICIBUS AND PEDIBUS’

‘SAFETY INTO ‘HOME – SCHOOL’ ROUTES’

‘SCHOOL BUS AND CAR POOLING’

‘HEALTH AND MOVEMENT EVERY DAY’

‘SHARING THE RULES TO GO SAFELY’

‘THE SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY IN THE SCHOOLS’

‘COLLECTING GREEN MILES’

‘THE SCHOLASTIC MOBILITY MANAGER’

‘CONCILIARE’

We would get to 1.000 children in 3 years

Yearly planning safe settings of ‘home – school’ routes

We go to school together, by public transports or by car 

pooling 

The importance of correct life stiles, since preschool

Awareness campaign about road rules

The sustainable mobility education in schools

The ‘game – trip’ that brings us to KYOTO

Developing mobility projects into schools

The family needs and the city



POINTS OF STRENGTH

The idea was to create a standard system, through the Manifesto, of 

interdisciplinary and shared work, uniting entities that until then had not 

worked with each other and that have had the opportunity to commit 

themselves to shared projects, each on the basis of their 

own experience and ability. 

Manifesto



Challenges

Reduce road accidents and traffic near schools

Double the number of children going to school with sustainable modes of 

transport

Take action with a comprehensive approach in sustainable home-to-school

mobility

TO HAVE A MOBILITY MANAGER IN EVERY SCHOOL

Challenges



SMM Network

The School Mobility Manager (SMM), a figure set up by the Municipality of 

Reggio Emilia in 2009 as a major element of the “Manifesto”,

WHO IS????? The greatest actor of the change

SMM Network



is a reference teacher for the theme of mobility for their school and is able to: 

act as a spokesperson for the demands and problems; 

receive and propose initiatives aimed at sustainable mobility education; 

encourage safe and sustainable forms of  transport; 

foster coordination between schools and the Municipality.

SMM Network



The creation of a specific figure inside each school represented an efficient way to 

have 

•a direct contact and 

•create a permanent network 

with all the schools of the city.

SMM Network



SMM Network



POINTS OF STRENGTH

Every School has its own peculiarities and it is therefore essential that there are 

people that work in these structures that are able to speak with colleagues and 

families and transfer Mobility experiences and concepts using a language 

appropriate for each situation.

SMM Network



ANY QUESTION 

about the Manifesto & MMS Network?


